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Letter from the Director

It is my great pleasure to share this report on the 2009 activities of New Hampshire Audubon’s Conservation Department (and a glimpse into 2010). We had a busy and productive year both in the field and in the office, continuing long-term monitoring efforts for several state-listed threatened and endangered bird species and participation in regional conservation partnerships, initiating a roadside survey for Rusty Blackbirds, and addressing issues in land use, transportation, and forest resource planning and policies.

Highlights of the year included completion of the State of New Hampshire’s Bird report, discovery of a Rusty Blackbird population in the Swift Diamond and Dead Diamond watersheds, collaboration with an environmental consulting firm to document Peregrine Falcon activity at a proposed wind energy site, and the first year of monitoring Bicknell’s Thrush at Mittersill. The following pages provide details on these and the many other Department projects.

With your support and the help of our dedicated volunteers, the Conservation Department is hard at work furthering New Hampshire Audubon’s mission to protect and enhance New Hampshire’s environment for wildlife and for people.

Thank you for being part of New Hampshire’s conservation community.

Carol Foss receives EPA Lifetime Achievement Award

Carol Foss, Director of Conservation at New Hampshire Audubon, received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (New England)! Lifetime Achievement Awards are reserved for individuals who have demonstrated a sustained commitment to environmental issues over a career or lifetime. The award was presented on Earth Day, Wednesday, April 22, 2009 in Boston. Carol’s career with New Hampshire Audubon spans more than 30 years and includes stints as Education Director, Director of Wildlife Programs, and Director of Conservation. During that time Carol has served as a mentor to countless colleagues and aspiring biologists.

“Carol’s work ethics and well-known commitment to sound science have allowed her to bring people together to achieve significant conservation successes. Most important among these are development of the state’s Threatened and Endangered Species list in the late 1970s and establishment of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department’s Nongame Program in the late 1980s,” said NH Audubon President, Michael Bartlett. This is a fitting recognition of Carol’s achievements and commitment to conservation.
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The State of the Birds
by Pamela Hunt

Under contract with the NH Fish and Game Department, I took the lead in creating the first-ever “State of the Birds” report for New Hampshire. Modeled on a national report that was released early in 2009, “The State of New Hampshire’s Birds 2009” is a comprehensive overview of the population trends for all 186 species that breed in the Granite State. In addition to compiling information on population trends, the report goes two steps further and both identifies the most important threats facing our birds and proposes conservation actions to reverse the existing declines.

With respect to overall population trends, the state’s breeding birds fall into three roughly equal groups. One third are increasing or stable and one third are declining. For the remaining third the trend is unclear or there are not sufficient data to determine a trend. Each of these groups requires a different conservation approach. For increasing species, it is important to continue monitoring and watch for potential effects from emerging threats like climate change and forest pathogens. For poorly understood species, there is a critical need for baseline population and trend data that can enable us to assess which species are most vulnerable. Examples include many wetland birds and rare species of spruce-fir forests.

But it is the declining species that demand our most immediate attention. When birds are assigned to habitat and foraging groups, declines are most pervasive for species that use grassland and shrublands, and for those that feed primarily on flying insects (e.g., swallows). Also declining are many forest species that nest on the ground and/or migrate out of North America in the winter. The causes of these declines are likely as broad as the life histories of the birds themselves, leading in turn to a complex menu of conservation strategies.

There is not space to go into detail here, but NH Audubon is working on a publication that will make the information in “The State of the Birds” more readily available to the general public. For updates on report availability contact NH Audubon.

How Well Does Your Community Protect Natural Resources?
by Carol R. Foss

Local land use decisions play a critical role in determining the future of New Hampshire’s natural resources. Whether by enacting zoning regulations or encouraging voluntary practices, municipal planning boards help shape the changing faces of our cities and towns. The documents that govern local land use – master plans, zoning ordinances, and subdivision and site plan review regulations - can be important tools for protecting natural resources for future generations.

In 2007, Conservation Department staff and colleagues at The Jordan Institute collaborated under contract from the NH Fish and Game Department to explore strategies for incorporating the New Hampshire Wildlife Action Plan into local land use decision-making. One product of that collaboration was a process for assessing protections for wildlife habitat and natural resources in municipal land use planning documents. We have continued to refine and expand the process since the original pilots in Chester and Salisbury.

The assessments review a city or town’s land use planning documents with respect to 20 topics pertaining to protection of wildlife habitat and natural resources, and provide suggestions and sample language for possible revisions. We also review the locations of important natural resources (agricultural soils, flood storage areas, water supply lands, high quality wildlife habitat, and wildlife connectivity zones) with respect to local zoning districts. Meetings with the Planning Board provide clarification of current provisions and an understanding of local concerns and priorities.

The Conservation Department completed wildlife habitat and natural resources protection assessments for three New Hampshire municipalities in 2009. Deerfield commissioned an assessment with funding from the NH Department of Transportation and I-93 Community Technical Assistance Program (CTAP) Round 1 Discretionary Funds. The report is posted at http://www.townofdeerfieldnh.com/offices/planning-board.php. Assessments for Franklin and Laconia were funded by a grant to the Lakes Region Planning Commission from the Samuel P. Pardoe Foundation, and were prepared in coordination with a Smart Growth Assessment by Lakes Region Planning staff.

Communities interested in further information about these assessments may contact Carol Foss (224-9909 x331; cfoss@nhaudubon.org).
This year’s count marked NH Audubon’s 30th consecutive year coordinating New Hampshire’s portion of the Mid-winter Bald Eagle Survey – part of a national survey of eagle distribution and abundance in winter. One of the key benefits of long-term data sets like the Mid-winter Eagle Survey is the way in which it places small annual changes into proper multi-decade context. When we began doing these surveys in January 1981, the Granite State’s wintering Bald Eagle population was near the lowest of lows. During the first few years, mid-winter count participants found only a handful of eagles statewide, and on both federal and state levels the species was classified as endangered.

Now fast-forward to January 2010, when observers in New Hampshire tallied a record-high 61 Bald Eagles (37 adults, 24 immatures) during the one-day survey, matching the number seen on the count in January 2009. Additionally, eagle breeding territories found in the state showed a one-year jump of 33% from 15 sites in 2008 to 20 in 2009! Progress towards full population recovery such as this led to the removal of the Bald Eagle from the federal Threatened and Endangered Species List in July 2007, and its down-listing to threatened status in New Hampshire by the NH Fish & Game Department in September 2008.

Results from the 2010 Survey

Undeterred ... well, okay, maybe slightly deterred ... by chilly temperatures and biting northwest winds, 83 hardy observers turned out on January 9, 2010 (and on a warmer January 7, 2010 in the Lakes Region) to look for eagles. As in past years, eagles were seen primarily in five major wintering areas: along the Androscoggin, Connecticut, and Merrimack rivers, around Great Bay and other coastal areas, and in the Lakes Region. Figure 1 shows trends in eagle abundance over the 30-year span of New Hampshire’s mid-winter count and Figure 2 shows where observers saw them in the January 2010 count.

Statewide winter eagle counts are coordinated by NH Audubon’s Conservation Department in collaboration with the NH Fish and Game’s Nongame and Endangered Wildlife Program. While very few of us were involved when these counts began some 30 years ago, there are two individuals that deserve special mention this year.

First, a tip of the hat and a huge “Thank you” to Dick Hughes, who has “retired” from active participation in the Mid-winter Survey at Great Bay after nearly 30 years. Dick often volunteered to cover one of coastal New Hampshire’s most wind-blown spots – the eastern shore of Great Bay. Dick is largely responsible for cultivating a great new crop of eagle-watchers in and around Great Bay.

And finally, congratulations to Dawn Stavros, who has been involved in every Mid-winter Survey since the beginning, and hasn’t stopped yet. Along the way, she acted as survey coordinator and archivist, and trained two more generations (daughter and two grandchildren) in both the art and the science of eagle-watching!

Volunteer recruitment and training for winter eagle survey participants occurs each year in November and December, prior to the start of the winter eagle-watching season. If you’d like to get involved in future counts, please contact Chris Martin at NH Audubon, cmartin@nhaudubon.org, 603-224-9909 x317.
Staying Connected in the Northern Appalachians

by Mark Zankel, The Nature Conservancy

New Hampshire Audubon has joined with The Nature Conservancy, the NH Fish and Game Department (NHFG), and more than a dozen other partners in an exciting new initiative, “Staying Connected in the Northern Appalachians.” The Northern Appalachians region, also known as the “Northern Forest,” is one of the most intact temperate broadleaf forests in the world. Spanning 80-million acres in four states and four Canadian provinces, it is home for more than five million people, as well as rare alpine vegetation, many at-risk species, old-growth forests, large blocks of unfragmented forest, and high quality rivers. Nevertheless, the Northern Appalachians face challenges posed by fragmentation and climate change. Recent analysis reveals that the region risks being separated into disconnected ecological islands — isolating wildlife populations, limiting the ability of their young to disperse, and limiting their ability to migrate and adapt in response to a changing climate. The Staying Connected initiative was established to help mitigate the impacts of habitat fragmentation and climate change by maintaining and restoring landscape connections across the Northern Appalachians for wide-ranging and forest-dwelling wildlife (such as bear, moose, lynx, marten and bobcat). Led by The Nature Conservancy, the initiative will focus on eight priority areas where landscape connections for wildlife are at risk due to development and transportation corridors.

Locally, we are focusing on the priority area known as the Northeast Kingdom (VT) – Northern New Hampshire linkage. Computer modeling – building from the NH Wildlife Connectivity model developed by NH Audubon and NHFG—combined with field tracking and expert local knowledge to identify key areas of connectivity that enable wildlife to move through the landscape. For example, where are the best opportunities to link the West Mountain Wildlife Management Area and the Nulhegan Basin Refuge in Vermont with the Vickie Bunnell Preserve, Nash Stream Forest, and Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge in New Hampshire? The project will culminate with a detailed connectivity conservation plan, outreach to local communities and landowners, and targeted work to address road crossings.

Integrating Transportation and Conservation Planning in New Hampshire

by Carol R. Foss

The 2005 federal transportation act “SAFETY-LU” includes the Surface Transportation Environment and Planning Cooperative Research Program (STEP), which encourages collaborative research. New Hampshire Audubon received a STEP grant to improve integration of transportation and conservation planning in New Hampshire. This provides an important step in efforts to reduce negative impacts of our transportation networks on wildlife populations. The grant had several components:

• Convening a working group to develop strategies and advise the project;
• Developing a framework for assessing impacts of transportation projects;
• Creating a wildlife connectivity model (see below); and
• Compiling existing conservation plans in the state.

The group identified a major gap in New Hampshire’s transportation planning process – transportation projects proposed by cities, towns, and regional planning organizations receive no environmental review until they are in the NH Department of Transportation (NHDOT) “pipeline” for design and construction. We are working with colleagues at the Rockingham Planning Commission and NHDOT to develop guidelines for an early environmental screening process for proposed transportation projects.

Screening proposed projects for potential environmental impacts before they are submitted to NHDOT will make it easier to identify the least damaging alternatives and mitigation strategies early in the planning process. Experience in other states shows that early screening can lead to better environmental outcomes. In addition, this approach can save money by alleviating the need for costly project redesign, mitigation and conflict resolution when significant environmental impacts are identified later in the planning process.

We appreciate the opportunity to work with NHDOT and the regional planning commissions to improve the environmental outcomes of transportation projects in New Hampshire.

Applying the New Hampshire Wildlife Connectivity Model at the Municipal Scale

by Carol Foss and Vanessa Jones

During 2008, Conservation Department biologists collaborated with colleagues at the NH Fish and Game Department to develop a wildlife connectivity model for New Hampshire. This model identifies “paths of least resistance” for wildlife across the landscape. Different land cover types have different “resistance levels” for different wildlife species. For example, densely developed urban areas have high resistance for most species, while undisturbed forest has low resistance. Agricultural lands have low resistance for a red fox, but high resistance for a lynx.

We have been applying the wildlife connectivity model in our assessments of municipal planning documents for their effectiveness in protecting important wildlife habitat and other
natural resources. Using existing protected lands as core areas, we use the model to identify connectivity zones, or areas of lowest resistance, between them. A local-scale analysis connects protected lands within the city or town, while a regional-scale analysis connects large blocks of conservation land in a more extensive area. We then overlay the connectivity zones with local zoning districts. Once connectivity zones are identified, municipalities can use cluster development, expanded riparian buffers, and conservation easements to maintain pathways for wildlife movement through developing areas.

Project Nighthawk – 2009 Update
by Rebecca Suomala

Project Nighthawk volunteers installed gravel nest patches at St. Paul's School (Concord), Woodsville High School, and Stevens High School (Claremont). Forty-five patches have been installed since the Project's inception in 2007, thanks to many project volunteers including Jane Kolias in Concord and Lou-Anne Conroy in the Upper Valley, and the Ashuelot Valley Environmental Observatory and Ken Klapper in the Keene area. Groups used Project Nighthawk's Gravel Patch Handbook to install patches independently in Bradford, NH and Burlington, VT. Nighthawks have yet to nest on a patch but males have displayed over several patches as they try to attract a mate.

In 2009, we began checking for nests on any non-patch rooftops with displaying nighthawks in Concord but found only one nest (see below). Keene observers discovered one recently fledged nighthawk on a rooftop but the nest location was unknown. This is the first confirmed nesting in Keene in many years.

For the third year, a nighthawk nested on the ground at a company in Concord. Volunteers documented nest activity each night beginning on May 19. When the nest failed from flooding rains, we used the volunteers' knowledge of incubation behavior to find the pair's re-nesting site. The second nest was on a rooftop, but we were denied access and had to use nightly behavioral observations to follow incubation and subsequently confirm a second nest failure. Without rooftop access, we were unable to determine if the egg(s) hatched, when failure occurred in relation to hatch and why.

Project Nighthawk was funded by the Nuttall Ornithological Club and private donations. Volunteers tallied more than 600 hours in 2009. To volunteer or receive a 2009 summary, contact me (603-224-9909 x309 bsuomala@nhausdubon.org ), or check the project's web site: www.nhbirdrecords.org under Bird Conservation.

Rusty Blackbird Surveys Yield Scattered Pairs and Population Cluster
by Carol R. Foss

Rusty Blackbird populations have been declining across North America since at least the 1920s, with dramatic declines documented since the 1960s. This species breeds in spruce-fir forest associated with shallow wetlands from Alaska to Newfoundland, south into Minnesota, Michigan, New York, and northern New England. They winter in wooded swamps and bottomland forests, primarily in the southeastern United States and the Mississippi Valley.

Conservation Department staff and volunteers participated in a regional effort to document current Rusty Blackbird distribution in the northeast, through broadcast surveys at suitable wetlands along driving routes within their historic range. A grant from the Nuttall Ornithological Club supported additional surveys of remote wetlands in the White Mountains. Overall, the New Hampshire effort included 331 surveys of roadside and remote wetlands from Sandwich north to Pittsburg, and documented Rusty Blackbirds on 49 surveys. While many of the occupied sites were widely scattered, two small watersheds west of Lake Umbagog yielded six and eight occupied wetlands, respectively. With several additional pairs in nearby townships, this area supports one of the highest known concentrations in New England, and provides an excellent opportunity for further research.

Graduate students from the University of Georgia and Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia trapped and banded 40 Rusty Blackbirds across the northeast from New York to Nova Scotia, including 20 New Hampshire birds. Tissue samples from these birds have been distributed to researchers in the United States and Canada who are investigating diet and condition, mercury levels, blood parasites, and genetics.

Carol Foss attended an international symposium on Rusty Blackbirds on February 11, where researchers presented preliminary results from the 2009 tissue analyses, and participants developed a Rusty Blackbird Research and Management Strategy to guide research and monitoring efforts for the next five years.
Thank You

Conservation Department Projects are supported by funds from the Conservation Department Appeal and New Hampshire Audubon's Dr. Margery J. Milne and Dr. Lorus J. Milne Biological Science Research Fund.

The New Hampshire Audubon Conservation Department gratefully acknowledges grants from the following:

Davis Conservation Foundation
Federal Highway Administration
Norcross Wildlife Foundation
Northeast Utilities Foundation
Nuttall Ornithological Club's Charles Blake Fund
TransCanada Corporation

A very special thank you to everyone who donated to the Conservation Department Appeal in 2009 and to specific Department projects. Your support helped to make these programs possible.
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Volunteer for the Conservation Department

Wildlife Field Surveys

There are many different surveys for volunteers with varying abilities and time commitments. For a full list, check the web site, http://www.nhbirdrecords.org/volunteer/nha-volunteering.htm or contact Becky Suomala, bsuomala@nhaudubon.org or 603-224-9909 x309.

Special Project - Winter Eagle Database

Looking for 1-2 volunteers to assist in development of statewide geo-referenced database of winter bald eagle sightings. Volunteer(s) will review survey data from 2005-2010, identify location coordinates using Google Maps (or some similar mapping program), and enter coordinates into Excel database. Individual should be somewhat familiar with MS Excel software, with NH geography in general, and with the methods used in the Mid-winter Eagle Survey. Most work should occur in Fall 2010, but could begin sooner, as available. Contact Chris Martin at cmartin@nhaudubon.org or 603-224-9909, x317.

New Hampshire Bird Records

Volunteering is at the heart of New Hampshire Bird Records and there are many ways to help. Here are some of the current openings: Advertising Manager, Computer Data Entry, Graphic Production Assistant, and Feature Writer. For more details check the web site: http://www.nhbirdrecords.org/volunteer/index.htm or contact Managing Editor, Becky Suomala, bsuomala@nhaudubon.org or 603-224-9909 x309.

More Opportunities

There are many more volunteer openings in the Conservation Department. Check the web site for a full list: http://www.nhbirdrecords.org/volunteer/nha-volunteering.htm

Wish List

Portable CD player in good condition
10'x10' sheets of rubber roofing membrane
FRS radios
Night vision binoculars
Sturdy plastic 5-gallon buckets with metal handles (i.e. joint compound buckets)
Asian Long-horned Beetle
by Laura Deming

This past summer, Conservation Department staff worked with several state and federal agencies to educate the public about a new invasive species, the Asian Long-horned Beetle (ALB) (Anoplophora glabripennis). Native to Asian forests, this wood-boring insect arrived in North America in untreated shipping crates and pallets. Since 1996, the Asian Long-horned Beetle has infested urban and suburban areas in Toronto (Canada), New York, New Jersey, Chicago, and most recently, Worcester, Massachusetts. Although not yet documented in New Hampshire, this species may be accidently introduced via firewood from infested trees.

Asian Long-horned Beetles attack and kill hardwood trees, including maple, boxelder, birch, American elm, American horsechestnut, poplar, and willow. The only known method of eliminating ALB is to destroy the trees by chipping or burning.

Through extensive media coverage, workshops, and two “Beetle Blitz” events in August, the outreach campaign has alerted a broad audience to the potential threat of this species. The public is urged to keep an eye out for this distinctive insect (see image), to report any suspected sighting, and to refrain from transporting firewood. More information can be found on the UNH Cooperative Extension website: http://extension.unh.edu/ALB/
We now have 23 years of data from the annual Backyard Winter Bird Survey in February. Originally begun as the “Cardinal-Tufted Titmouse Census,” it was expanded in 1987 to gather information on the distribution and abundance of many winter species in New Hampshire. Each year about 1,300 people participate, recording the birds they see in their yard on the survey weekend. Here’s an excerpt and a few graphs from the 2009 Backyard Winter Bird Survey Results by Pamela Hunt that shows some of the patterns we’re starting to see.

Downy and Hairy Woodpeckers are by far the most common woodpecker species in the survey, and are probably recorded by almost all observers. Abundance of both has been slowly creeping up over the last 20 years, and the “record highs” set in 2009 aren’t terribly dramatic (e.g., Hairys beat their previous high by a mere two woodpeckers!). At the same time, both species have also been increasing on the summer Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) since the 1960s, so something is working in their favor! Perhaps more interesting in the BWBS data is the fact that these two species’ populations seem to go up and down at the same time, as shown in Figure 1.

After a 16-year hiatus Pine Siskins were back in force in 2009, and in numbers that were higher than those of Common Redpolls the previous winter. Another frequent theme on the BWBS has been the increasing winter numbers of fruit-eaters such as American Robins and waxwings, and in 2009 they were everywhere again. Robins eeked out to a new all-time high (Figure 2), the numbers of Eastern Bluebirds were over twice the previous record, and Cedar Waxwings hit their second-highest total.

For a copy of the full results, contact me at or you can find them on the web site: http://www.nhbirdrecords.org/bird-conservation/backyard-winter-survey.htm.

New Hampshire eBird and New Hampshire Bird Records

New Hampshire Bird Records has teamed up with eBird and released New Hampshire eBird (www.ebird.org/nh). This website provides a version of eBird specifically tailored to the Granite State, and it also means a big change for how birds are reported to New Hampshire Bird Records (NHBR). We are finally embracing an on-line reporting system! It’s time to move away from our old DOS-based data entry program and into the 21st century. Observers now use NH eBird to report their sightings, which are available for publication in NHBR, as well as for a wide range of other uses.

eBird is a free, user-friendly way for birders to record, archive, and share their observations on-line. Anyone can go to the web site and enter information about a bird they have seen. The data come to life via interactive maps which are tailored to New Hampshire. eBird is also a personal records-keeping system and resource for understanding bird distribution. On customized “My eBird” pages users can view their life, state and county lists—all generated automatically.

Launched in 2002 by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and National Audubon Society, eBird’s goal is to maximize the utility and accessibility of the bird observations made by recreational and professional bird watchers. eBird data is also available for conservation and research – something that has been at the heart of New Hampshire Bird Records. We believe that NH eBird will be the best way to ensure that data is available to the most people and securely archived for generations to come. Fall 2009 is our first NHBR season using eBird and Fall Editor, Steve Mirick had his hands full with more than 17,000 bird sightings! There are always challenges with this kind of change but we’re very excited about it.

The conversion to NH eBird was supported by funds from the Margery and Lorus Milne Fund and private donations.
Bird Conservation in the Hampton-Seabrook Estuary

by Pamela Hunt

Although NH Audubon completed its “Avian Assessment of the Hampton-Seabrook Estuary” in 2007, we continue our interest in and commitment to the state’s largest expanse of salt marsh and tidal mudflats. With funding from the Davis Conservation Foundation, we provided input into several conservation efforts targeting either Hampton-Seabrook or estuaries in general. Early in the year, I met with a University of NH graduate student who was compiling a “restoration compendium” for Hampton-Seabrook, a document that gathers available data on resources and threats and goes on to propose conservation priorities and strategies. Our bird data helped inform some of the priorities in this report.

At the same time, the Piscataqua Region Estuaries Partnership was working on a 2010 update to its “estuaries management plan.” NH Audubon biologists attended several meetings where key conservation actions and objectives of the plan were discussed, with the end result that for the first time the new plan will include specific actions related to birds. Hopefully, the recognition that NH’s estuaries are critical habitat for salt marsh sparrows and migratory shorebirds, and that these species can serve as valuable indicators of ecological condition, will lead to increased opportunities for much needed research, monitoring, and habitat restoration.

Another piece of the Hampton work was a brochure titled “Bird Conservation in the Hampton-Seabrook Estuary,” that NH Audubon produced at the end of 2009. The brochure summarizes the conservation issues facing birds in the estuary for the general public, and will be made available at multiple local outlets (e.g., chambers of commerce, parks and beaches).

New Hampshire Dragonfly Survey

by Pamela Hunt

The NH Dragonfly Survey is a partnership between N.H. Audubon, the NH Fish and Game Department, and UNH Cooperative Extension. The project started in 2007, and to date has trained roughly 150 people in the biology and identification of dragonflies and damselflies. Slightly less than half of those have gone on to collect and submit data as part of this statewide survey, resulting in over 5,000 records from scattered parts of the state. The number of new town and county records (the first time a species has been recorded in a given town or county) continues to grow, and 61 towns have now recorded at least 50 species (up from 46 in 2008). Major gains were made in 2009 in Sullivan, Strafford, and Rockingham counties.

The increase in coverage of towns in Rockingham County was due in part to a unique gathering in early August, when the Dragonfly Society of the Americas held its Northeast regional meeting in the Salem/Kingston area. Fifty dragonfly enthusiasts—including several of our very own “dragonhunters”—spent three days scouring the local rivers and wetlands for anything they could find. And find they did, with noteworthy records including Scarlet Bluet, Arrowhead Spiketail, Coppery Emerald, and Seaside Dragonlet.

The project’s focus will turn north and west in 2010 because Grafton and Coos counties have large areas with little or no data. By the time this newsletter reaches you, we’ll likely have already scheduled the next series of workshops, and begun to prepare the existing corps of volunteers to seek new challenges along the upper Connecticut River and in the White Mountains. What they’ll find is anyone’s guess, but if the last three years are any guide, they’ll have a great time doing it.

For more information on the NH Dragonfly Survey, visit http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Wildlife/Nongame/dragonflies.html or contact Pam Hunt at phunt@nhaudubon.org, 603-224-9909 x328.

New Hampshire Forest Resources 2010 Plan in Preparation

by Carol Foss

The New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands prepares a Forest Resources Plan approximately every 10 years for submission to the Governor and Legislature. The most recent Forest Resources Plan was published in 1996 and an interim status report provided in 2002. The Division began gathering input last fall for the 2010 Forest Resources plan, which is currently underway. Audubon staff have a long history of providing input to these plans, and the current effort is no exception. Conservation Department staff spent several hours discussing new and continuing issues affecting New Hampshire’s forests with JB Cullen and Bob Edmonds, who are coordinating preparation of the 2010 plan, and provided extensive written comments as well. New issues of concern include potential spread of the Asian Long-horned Beetle (see elsewhere in this newsletter), roles of New Hampshire forests in carbon sequestration and renewable energy generation.

Audubon’s comments addressed eight issue statements and provided 27 recommended actions. The draft 2010 plan will soon be available for public comment, and readers are encouraged to attend public information sessions this spring. We look forward to release of the draft plan and to working toward its implementation in collaboration with partner agencies and organizations.
Upland Sandpipers on the Seacoast
by Diane De Luca

Conservation Department biologists are working cooperatively with the NH Fish and Game Department, Portsmouth International Tradeport, USDA Wildlife Services and the Department of Transportation to conduct detailed research on the Upland Sandpiper nesting habitat at Pease International Tradeport (Pease) in hopes of creating suitable habitat in other areas of the seacoast. Pease, formerly the Pease Air Force base, currently supports the only confirmed nesting population of Upland Sandpipers in New Hampshire. Two pairs of Upland Sandpipers were confirmed nesting at the Great Bay National Wildlife Refuge in 1997 and 1998 but have not been confirmed since. Sightings from Durham, Dover, Manchester and southern Coos County in the last decade imply that birds are still visiting appropriate habitat elsewhere in the state.

Biologists monitored the Pease Upland Sandpiper population on a weekly basis from May through early September during the 2009 breeding season. NH Audubon has monitored this population at varying intensities since 1989 and much has already been learned at this site. Surveys during the 2009 breeding season estimated that 9-12 pairs continue to use Pease during the breeding season. These numbers are close to the overall average number of breeding pairs since monitoring began at this site (Figure 1).

Productivity numbers, however, were low and likely reflected the cool and wet conditions that persisted through June. The 2009 monitoring was conducted as part of the research to develop a strategy for reducing the risk of bird strikes while minimizing the impact on the Upland Sandpiper population in NH. This will be accomplished through the analysis of current sandpiper nesting habitat; evaluation of potential nesting habitat away from runways; and collaboration with airfield and land managers to develop a strategy for enhancement and management of suitable alternate nesting sites.

In order to more thoroughly evaluate the nesting habitat at Pease, we conducted a detailed vegetation analysis at all identified nesting and foraging areas. We mapped each identified site using GPS and collected measurements on habitat parameters that included dominant plant species, vegetation height, density, patchiness, topography, and several other variables. This data will be collected again in 2010 and will help to guide habitat management at alternative sites. In addition to looking closely at current nesting sites, other potential habitat in the seacoast region was mapped using the National Land Cover Data habitat types with overlays of grassland, pasture/hay and cultivated land. We generated a list of historic Upland Sandpiper activity in the seacoast region from sources such as New Hampshire Bird Records stored at NH Audubon. These sites were then visited, broadcast surveys for Upland Sandpipers were conducted, and a broad grassland survey was completed at each location. No Upland Sandpiper activity was noted at any of the surveyed sites in 2009 but these visits will be repeated in 2010.

Currently, the site that shows the greatest potential for Upland Sandpiper habitat management is the Great Bay National Wildlife Refuge. The refuge is contiguous to the airfield and has shown recent Upland Sandpiper activity. In the fall of 2009, Refuge staff mowed a significant acreage of overgrown field habitat and there are plans to do a spring burn in some other areas as well. This will dramatically improve potential habitat for Upland Sandpipers at this site. Conservation Department biologists are also planning to attempt to attract sandpipers to this site using playback techniques. Playback has been used successfully with a number of species, but as of yet little is known about Upland Sandpiper response. We are hopeful that 2010 will enable us to evaluate this further and look forward to continuing this work in the 2010 field season.

Upland Sandpiper research is partially funded through grant from the Department of Transportation Aeronautics Division.

Powwow Pond Update
by Pamela Hunt

As reported in the previous Conservation Department newsletter, NH Audubon volunteers conducted water bird surveys in the Kingston area during the fall of 2008. The goal was to compare Powwow Pond – recognized by NH Audubon as an Important Bird Area – to several nearby ponds that had never received consistent coverage. The project was initiated in response to a plan to treat Powwow Pond with herbicide to control native vegetation, with unknown effects on the foraging habitat of migratory water birds. The proposed herbicide treatment took place in the summer of 2009, and volunteers repeated their surveys in October and November to see whether birds shifted their use patterns as a result of the herbicide’s presumed effects on aquatic vegetation.

The data from 2009 show significantly lower numbers of most species when compared to 2008, including three of the four species for which Powwow Pond appears particularly important: Ring-necked Duck, Ruddy Duck, and Pied-billed Grebe. The fourth species, American Coot, occurred in similar numbers, although the high count was below the long-term average. Although there were fewer ducks and grebes, it is hard to say for sure that their absence was a result of the herbicide treatment. Any number of things can influence where birds decide to stop during migration, and weather conditions in particular likely play a major role. Taking a longer view, the differences between 2008 and 2009 are within the normal range of variation seen at Powwow Pond for the last 15 years. It’s also very difficult to draw policy conclusions from only two years of data. Given that the issue of herbicide use on aquatic plants continues, NH Audubon hopes to continue these surveys to see how long-term patterns of water bird use vary among years.

Many thanks to the volunteers who conducted surveys for this project: Terry Bronson, Patience Chamberlin, Len Medlock, Dennis Skillman, and Warren Trested.
After eight consecutive years of producing young in a nest box installed on the Brady-Sullivan Tower near the Amoskeag Bridge, Manchester’s falcon pair moved one mile down Elm Street to nest on the Citizens Bank building. “We were looking for them in their usual spot, but they weren’t there, and the camera showed an empty nest!” said Chris Martin, NH Audubon’s raptor specialist, who coordinates the state’s Peregrine Falcon management efforts.

The female falcon laid her eggs on a narrow decorative ledge at Citizens Bank – right over Elm Street. This female was raised in a similar window box situation in Worcester, Massachusetts in 2005, so perhaps the Citizens Bank ledge reminded her of her old home. Unfortunately the ledge did not provide room for the young peregrines to spread their wings and exercise their wing muscles before taking flight. “When the chicks were three weeks old, we moved them into a more secure nest box located on the roof,” said Martin. After a nervous couple of hours, the adults located the chicks in their new home and all was well. All three chicks ultimately fledged without incident.

Three Downy Peregrine Falcon Chicks, 5/15/09, in Their New Home Custom-Built by NH Audubon’s Chris Martin (Also the Photographer)

Peregrine Falcons – A Moving Experience

Peregrine Surveys at a Proposed Wind Energy Site

by Carol R. Foss

The Conservation Department collaborated with the Stantec Consulting (Stantec) to investigate potential impacts of a proposed wind energy development in Groton, NH, on breeding Peregrine Falcons. Iberdrola Renewables (Iberdrola), an international energy corporation with a 12-turbine wind farm in Lempster, NH, is preparing an application for development of a wind facility of up to 25 turbines in Groton. Two active Peregrine Falcon aeries, in Hebron and Rumney, are located within five miles of the proposed project, and the NH Fish and Game Department (NHFG) requested that Iberdrola commission a field study to assess Peregrine activity patterns within the project area as part of the site evaluation process.

The study involved simultaneous observations from four sites on 20 days from June 23 to September 10, 2009. NH Audubon biologists monitored activity in the vicinity of the two Peregrine aeries and Stantec biologists monitored activity in the vicinity of the proposed turbine sites. The report resulting from this study has been delivered to NHFG, and will be submitted as part of Iberdrola’s application to the New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee.